#mymozzomoment Giveaway Competition Terms and Conditions
1. You can only enter this competition via our Instagram or Facebook pages
2. To enter the competition, entrants must share their Mozzo Moment, using
#mymozzomoment and tagging @mozzocoffee on Instagram or @ on Facebook
(mozzocoffeeuk if they are sharing a picture) tagging 2 friends who must then follow us (or
follow us already) Multiple entries from the same person are allowed.
3. If an entrant’s social media account is private, they must DM us their picture (if sharing)
to ensure we see it.
4. The competition will be repeated every month until further notice. It opens on the first
day of the month and closes on the last day of each month. Shortly after this, each month
the winners will be selected and notified through direct message.
5. Entrants for the calendar month are collated across both platforms and entered into
the same monthly draw. From this pool, the winner, and their 2 friends, are selected at
random using an online random name generator.
6. The prize for each winner is 1 x Mozzo Brew Cup, 2 x 6oz Mozzo Coffee cups and saucers
and either 2 x 250g bags of Mozzo Coffee or 2 x Mozzo capsule tubes (20 capsules) The
winners will be asked which coffee they would like from the Mozzo range.
7. The winners must claim their prize within 14 days of the announcement by responding to
our message. If no claim is made, the draw will commence again with new winners
selected.
8. This competition is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated
with, Instagram or Facebook.
9. By entering, you the participant, agree to be bound by these terms and conditions.
10. The judges' decision is final.
11. By entering this competition you agree our right to announce your name, should you
win. You also agree by simply entering the competition to us sharing your entry on our own
social channels.
12. Competition open to UK residents only.
13. We reserve the right to withdraw the competition at the end of the month (once a
winner has been selected) or to change the terms of the competition with notice as
necessary from month to month (but not within a live competition)

